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OUR INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

Continuation of unprecedented stimulative policies
by the U.S. Federal Reserve (the ‘‘Fed’’) stoked 
animal spirits toward stocks and propelled prices
higher in the first quarter. Though the market
finally eclipsed highs it reached in 2007, it has been
outpaced by other prices throughout the economy.
Since 2007, the official rate of inflation has prices
12% higher and the average price of a gallon of 
gas is up 36%, from $2.75 to $3.73. As for the U.S.
economy, the number of Americans unemployed
is higher by 97% at 13.2 million, the prior twelve
months’ Federal deficit of $975 billion is up tenfold
compared with the 2007 figure, total U.S. debt
outstanding climbed by 82% to $16.4 trillion, and,
sadly, the number of impoverished Americans is
33% higher than six years ago.

From our perch, the economy is not improving
as much as the market is implying. Though the
unemployment rate crawls lower, the labor partic-
ipation rate (the percentage of those working out
of those who would like to work) is at a 34-year low.
This rate is far more accurate in portraying the health
of the employment market because, unlike the
unemployment rate, it does not ignore the millions
of Americans who have ceased to look for work.1

[See notes on page 7.] In this environment, we
believe it best to hold in our portfolios the shares
of extremely high quality businesses, cheap gold
mining companies, and enough cash to allow us 
to purchase bargains tomorrow that are more
attractive than what is available today.

In countries where it is most rampant, money
creation by central banks has lifted stocks in general
while gold-related holdings have declined. The
latter is reflective of the fact that the gold price does
not always rise in immediate tandem with currency
creation. It lags now because market participants
believe in a rosy future in which our economy will
magically grow itself out of its enormous debts. In
its latest 10-year projection, the Congressional
Budget Office (‘‘CBO’’) expects in the next few years
a rather optimistic scenario of strong economic
growth, plus low rates of interest and inflation to
lessen – yet still not eliminate – the annual U.S.
deficit. Interestingly, the CBO’s ten-year projection
in 2003 was for a cumulative surplus of $2.3 tril-
lion. What we saw instead was a cumulative
deficit of $7.1 trillion. We believe the market
should place less faith in projections whose track
records include mistakes of $9.4 trillion.

When the 1991 recession ended in March of that
year, the U.S. carried $3.4 trillion in Federal debt.
The following 17 years of economic expansion
included only 8 months of recession. It was high
times for the U.S. economy, yet by December 2007
the Federal debt had soared to $9.2 trillion. We ask
intelligent economists and stock market participants
the following question: How can anyone realisti-
cally expect the U.S. to grow its way out of debt,
given that during its heyday of economic expansion,
the U.S. debt nearly tripled from 1991 to 2007 and
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today’s debt is far larger at $16.8 trillion? Even 
the CBO, whose prior predictions were far too
optimistic, expects the debt level to climb above
$26 trillion by 2023.

Throughout economic history, countries in this
predicament have a few choices. 1. Attempt to grow
out of the debt (as stated above – not possible), 
2. employ austerity measures to eliminate deficits
(U.S. deficits are too large and government is too
dysfunctional; the mere $85 billion of spending
cuts of the sequester took gargantuan effort and
are hampering the economy, and option 1 above),
3. default on the debt (overtly paying our creditors
back less than face value on their trillions of debt is
akin to an economic act of war and would crush the
value of the U.S. dollar), and 4. dramatically increase
inflation to lessen the burden of existing debt 
outstanding. Eureka! This cheapening of the U.S. 
dollar and increase in inflation is gradual and hard
to see. Compared to the currency devaluations
which occur regularly in other countries, the covert
path of inflation is the financial equivalent of carbon
monoxide. It is silent, colorless, and odorless.

Despite this backdrop, gold related securities
continue to be, in our opinion, the most under-
valued sector of the stock market. Numerous gold
mining companies are hiking their dividends to
generationally high levels while shares trade at gen-
erationally low valuations. Gold mining executives
are taking advantage of this extreme situation. In
recent weeks, they have personally bought their
companies’ shares in record-setting quantities.

‘‘Be fearful when others are greedy. . .’’

‘‘. . . and greedy when others are fearful,’’ is 
Warren Buffett’s two-part recipe for investment
success. Today, most market participants are 
ebullient. This may augur poorly for the market’s
future performance.

The bullishness of investment managers is 
evident in the composition of their portfolios. As 
a group, U.S. portfolio managers have a mere 3.7%
of their portfolios in cash at this time. Without
additions of new funds to investment portfolios,
this leaves little liquidity with which to buy more

shares to power the market higher. The previous
two periods when cash levels were below 4% coin-
cided with stock market peaks in 2000 and 2007.
‘‘One must wonder if this is a classic case of per-
formance-chasing at the highs. Those jumping in
now could end up having a classic case of bad 
timing,’’ says economist David Rosenberg.

The desire to be near-fully invested belies the
underlying fundamentals of our economy. Multi-
national behemoths including FedEx, Caterpillar,
and Oracle – representing a wide swath of economic
activity – recently reported disappointing sales and
earnings. Said the Wall Street Journal on April 1:
‘‘While last week the S&P 500 finally erased all its
bear market losses and strategists are falling over one
another to raise their year-end targets, the only 
people in the market with legal inside information
are surprisingly cautious.’’ Far more companies have
issued negative guidance for what they currently
expect to report in future earnings than have issued
positive guidance. ‘‘Ignore corporate worrywarts at
your peril,’’ the Journal continues. ‘‘In the last bull
market, the negative corporate guidance ratio
[negative guidance compared to positive guidance]
hit a peak of 2.38 in the third quarter of 2007– just as
that bull market was ending. [Today’s figure is 3.58.]
Meanwhile, one of the lowest ratios of negative
guidance, 0.97, came during the second quarter of
2009, when many analysts and investors still were
very pessimistic and stocks hit a 13-year low.’’2

With the Fed suppressing interest rates and
monetizing billions of dollars worth of U.S.Treasury
debt per day, stocks have levitated. ‘‘It is very 
artificial. If you give me a trillion dollars, I’ll show
you a good time too and a lot of people are having
a good time,’’ stated expert investor Jim Rogers 
in a March 28th CNBC interview. ‘‘I’m somewhat
skeptical because I know it’s going to end badly.’’
After prices have risen, the average stock investor
wants to get in. Not Rogers: ‘‘There are better
places to invest than [where prices are reaching]
an all-time high.’’

Jeff Seymour, an engineer by training, studied
major market declines in search of data that could
alert investors to upcoming danger. He combined
many fundamental and sentiment-related indicators3

2
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that we survey to produce what he calls the 
‘‘greedometer.’’ High readings on his greedometer
indicate a market that is more elevated than 
perhaps it should be and that investors are overly
complacent. His indicator sent warning signals in
2000 ahead of a greater-than 50% market decline
(see #1 on the nearby graph). The same was true in
2007 before the epic crash of 2008 (see #2). The first
part of 2011 ushered in another combination of 
indicators signifying a market that was perilously
priced (see #3). Especially when viewed as part of
a larger economic and financial mosaic, we find it
of interest that the reading as of the time we went to
print is as high as any which came before (see #4).

‘‘DOW 36,000’’ INSANITY RETURNS

To reminisce about what it felt like in a prior bullish
mania for stocks, we re-read our January 2000 issue
of Investment Values. In it were articles about the
beaten down banking, insurance, and real estate
industries. Share prices in those fields were dras-
tically lower, overly-punished by a market that
desired faster growth, not the mundane stuff of
‘‘old economy’’ companies. We demurred, saying
the good old stuff was then primed for a multi-year
period of outsized returns. For the returns they
offered prospectively, we were happy to have 
30% of our clients’ portfolios in those industries.4

Also in the January 2000 issue of our quarterly
client newsletter, we discussed James Glassman’s
headline-grabbing book, Dow 36,000, in which 
the investment columnist along with economic
advisor Kevin Hassett argued that stocks were

vastly underpriced in late 1999. We noted at the
time that the book’s premise – that stocks should
triple within a few years – was absurd. Despite the
authors’ proclamations, we stated then, ‘‘There is
no justification for 36,000 on the Dow.’’ Yet the
authors, caught up in the euphoria of the market’s
rise, urged their readers to ‘‘seize the opportunity
now to profit from the rise of the Dow to 36,000.’’
In fact, the market was just months away from a
historic peak followed by a devastating downfall.

Years later, Glassman pointed to investors as a
group becoming ‘‘more frightened of stocks’’ and
U.S. economic growth being slower than expected
since the late 1990s as reasons for the Dow to have
missed his mark. (Given the record level of investor
optimism and rapid economic growth in the late
1990s, how could a decline in both not be expected?)
And last month Glassman explained how the Dow
could get to 36,000 within a few short years. First,
he says it needs to more than double and then it
will be ‘‘just 16 percentage points shy of the magic
number.’’ That equates to four consecutive years of
21% gains and then, for good measure, another
jump of 16%. It’s just that easy. And, from what we
can tell, Glassman appears to be serious.

You can pick up a copy of Glassman’s once-
popular 1999 book online for as little as one penny.
Another author, whose book Margin of Safety will
set you back nearly $1,000 (if you can find a copy),
has a different view of markets today. The author is
Seth Klarman, masterful lead investor of the Baupost
Fund. In a recent memo, he stated: ‘‘Investing today
may well be harder than it has been at any time in
our three decades of existence, not because markets
are falling but because they are rising; not because
governments have failed to act but because they
chronically overreact; not because we lack acumen
or analytical tools, but because the range of possible
outcomes remains enormously wide; and not
because there are no opportunities, but because
the underpinnings of our economy and financial
system are so precarious that the inhabiting risks
of collapse dwarf all other factors.’’ Klarman, who
expects substantial dollar devaluation to come
from all of the Federal Reserve’s market-propping 
campaigns, as of year-end 2012 had his portfolio
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nearly one-third in cash. High market prices
engender caution in the best value investors.

THE SIREN SONG OF THE MARKET

Boston-based research firm, Dalbar, Inc. studies
investor behavior and analyzes the discrepancy
between the investment returns earned by individ-
ual investors compared to those of the underlying
mutual funds in which the individuals invest. To
do this, Dalbar measures the performance of all
equity mutual funds in aggregate against those of
individual investors based on the cash flows into
and out of these mutual funds over various periods
of time. Importantly, ‘‘individual investors’’ includes
professionals who invest in mutual
funds for their clients as well as non-
professional investors. More often than
not, and certainly over longer periods
of time, Dalbar found that aggregate
investment returns for the shareholders of mutual
funds lagged far behind the performance of the
mutual funds themselves.

In short, Dalbar proved unequivocally that
when viewed collectively, individuals – lay and
professional alike – buy high and sell low.

There are numerous reasons why people fare so
poorly. For one, even if investors choose an invest-
ment intelligently at the outset (admittedly a big
if), few then choose to hold such an investment for
the long haul. Individuals often think it is helpful to
actively buy and sell investments. (They often
think it is necessary that their investment advisor
be active, too). This attempt to augment their 
performance through regular buying and selling is
encouraged by Wall Street but usually harmful to
one’s investment portfolio.

The Dalbar study showed that investor behavior
revealed regular patterns. Periods of high returns
caused increased buying, whereas poor investment
performance spurred selling. Whether they know it
or not, fear and greed guide the decisions of many
market participants. This lures them into investing
more heavily near market tops and withdrawing
near bottoms. Consider the record flow of cash in
2009 out of equity funds and into bond funds in

4

the wake of the stock market’s 2008 crash. After
stock prices had dramatically fallen to levels that
represented fair value, it was bond funds in the
U.S. that received $357 billion in cash in 2009. This
was more than any other asset class received that
year and a quantity greater than bond funds hauled
in during the previous five years combined. Like a child
chasing the tide out to sea and then running back
to shore as the tide comes in, market participants
tend to chase performance only to wind up soaked.

Naturally, this strategy is one of many sure ways
to poor results. But, in markets, the inclination to
think of what has happened instead of what might or
will happen is a natural human tendency. And these
are actions repeated in every market cycle, of every

decade, throughout market history.
Countless investors fell prey to what
we named ‘‘the Dalbar effect’’ in the
years just before the 2000 market crash
and again before the 2008 implosion.

While the masses clamored for all things tech,
telecom, and dot-com ahead of the 2000 wreck, 
so too were professional and lay persons attracted
to anything related to housing stocks and 
emerging markets (among others) in advance of
the greatest crash since the early 1930s. Indeed,
greed can dull one’s desire to heed the lessons of
financial market history.

Conversely, fear often prevents market partic-
ipants from holding on through turbulent periods.
Even though Cheviot’s performance during the
2008 crash was far superior to the overall stock
market, in the darkest months of that period’s
decline we were warned by numerous investors
that things were only going to get worse and 
that we should liquidate our equity positions and
exit the stock market entirely. Many of these
admonitions occurred on days when we were buy-
ing what we perceived to be undervalued shares.5

Today’s market is the antithesis of what occurred 
at the depths of the 2008-2009 bear market. Few
people wanted to buy then; nearly everyone wants
to buy now. Recent conversations we have had
with investors reflect not a sense of fear of 
market prices that might be too high but an
urgency to join in. Bubbling to the surface is a

Greed can dull one’s desire 
to heed the lessons of 

financial market history.
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desire to abandon time-tested value principles and
invest more heavily.6

It is a natural human tendency for investors 
to chase whatever has worked well in the past,
especially the recent past. Yet market history is
replete with dips and dives that throw investors
off course. In the last 85 years, there have been 294
market declines of 5% or more (occurring every 3
to 4 months on average). There have been 94
declines of at least 10% (amounting to more than
once a year, again on average). Declines of 15%
and 20% occur on average every 1.5 and 3 years,
respectively. This provides plenty of occasions for
investors to stumble.

It is our responsibility to steer our clients toward
rational ways of navigating the market’s siren song.
We take a businesslike approach to understanding
the companies in which we invest. It is not influ-
enced by the swings of the market. The stock market
is there to provide us with the opportunity to buy or
sell. It is not there to direct us by its often wild
behavior. As Warren Buffett wrote in 1988, ‘‘Our
marketable equities tell us by their operating results
– not by their daily, or even yearly, [stock market]
price quotations – whether our investments are
successful. The market may ignore business 
success for a while, but eventually will confirm it.’’

This approach, in conjunction with the goal 
of increasing our allocation to equities when we

believe they are inexpensive and reducing such
positions when they appear pricey to us, helps to
reduce the volatility of our portfolios compared to
that of the market. The ‘‘downside’’ of our discipline
is that there are periods of time, usually when
markets are manic, that our performance will trail
the market. Alternatively, when markets are
falling, our history shows that we have greatly
outperformed stocks in general. Overall, the ride 
is less bumpy because our goal is to prevent our
investors from losing faith at inopportune times.

Our raison d’etre is to do better over time 
than individuals would do on their own. We try 
to satisfy the main function of an investment 
manager as stated by Dalbar: ‘‘To protect clients
from the behaviors that erode their investments
and savings.’’

COMPOSITE PORTFOLIO

In the three months ended March 31, 2013, we
trimmed our holding of Pfizer and an Avon bond
matured. We added to our position in Merck and
initiated positions in the shares of the Fairholme
Fund and DirecTV.

The Fairholme Fund (FAIRX) is the vehicle
through which Bruce Berkowitz employs value
investing techniques while embodying his motto,
‘‘Ignore the crowd.’’ Recently, Berkowitz closed his
fund to new investors and hinted at participating in
more special situation investment opportunities.
Having closely studied Berkowitz’s investment
acumen successfully applied for two decades, we
are confident in his abilities to create and profit
from potentially unique investment opportunities
over the coming years.

Counting its subscribers at more than 30 million,
DirecTV (DTV) is the world’s largest pay TV
provider. Roughly two-thirds of DTV’s customers
reside in the U.S.; the rest are powering DTV’s
growth throughout Latin America.

One of the largest expenses for a pay TV
provider is the cost of transmitting programming
content. DTV understands that the best way to gain
leverage over the content providers is to have a
substantial subscriber base through which the TV
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provider can broadcast content. Bigger is certainly
better. Size has other advantages. It affords DTV
increased purchasing power when acquiring 
hardware and, smartly, the company uses the
same technology throughout the entirety of its
global operations.

Despite lackluster pay TV growth in the U.S.,
DTV has increased its subscriber base through
market share gains, packaging its product with
services offered by other telecom companies, and
the appeal of its exclusive NFL offering. A variety
of live sports offerings decrease the likelihood of
‘‘cord cutting’’ whereby subscribers shun pay TV for
online viewing of entertainment. Moreover, DTV’s
focus is on what it calls ‘‘higher quality customers,’’
i.e., homes with higher income whose inhabitants
are less likely to switch due to price competition.
DTV’s high rankings for customer satisfaction also
reduce churn and increase customer loyalty.

Unlike many of its competitors, DTV only 
provides pay TV services, eschewing broadband
and telephone services. This allows the company to
focus on one product and to reach into rural areas
where broadband and telephony have less reach.

Which brings us to Latin America. With less
online competition, lower monthly subscription
fees, and very little cable competition throughout
Latin America, much of the competition faced by
DTV in the U.S. is of less concern abroad. Because
it is prohibitively expensive to roll out, cable has not
been and, importantly, will likely not be installed
in less developed regions within Latin America.
Furthermore, Latin America’s composition of multi-
ple countries makes it difficult for a cable company
to be a market share leader across numerous 
borders. The satellite offering of DTV literally rises
above those impediments.

The argument can be made regarding pay TV
that Latin America resides in the adoption cycle
where the U.S. was 20 to 30 years ago. E.g., only
about 20% of the population of Brazil receives a pay
TV service. This underserved market is expected
to provide DTV with double-digit subscriber
growth for many years into the future as the middle
class continues to expand and desire greater access
to entertainment in the home. That Latin America

6

possesses nearly 150 million more individuals than
the U.S. also bodes well for prospective growth.
Pay TV maven John Malone put it best when he
recently stated, ‘‘DirecTV is growing like mad in
Latin America where there is still quite a bit of open
highway ahead of them.’’

Essentially, DTV is a tale of two companies:
one the mature, slow growth U.S. business and the
other the faster growing venture in Latin America.
This requires keen insight by DTV management to
appropriately guide the company’s capital allocation
strategy (the decision making behind where to
invest the company’s cash flow). Charlie Munger,
Vice Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway, advises
investors to seek ownership of those companies
that are ‘‘cannibals,’’ meaning that they are buying
back tremendous sums of their own stock. While
DTV’s free cash flow generated from its Latin
American business funds its expansion in the region,
the excess free cash flow produced by the U.S.
business can be used to repurchase underpriced
shares. In 2012, DTV repurchased $5.2 billion of its
shares outstanding while it expects to retire another
$4 billion worth, or roughly 13%, of shares this
year. A staggering 60% of shares outstanding were
repurchased since 2006. Bought at appropriate
price levels, this has the effect of spurring an
increase in per-share intrinsic value. Said Warren
Buffett in his 1984 letter to shareholders: ‘‘When
companies with outstanding businesses and com-
fortable financial positions find their shares selling
far below intrinsic value in the marketplace, 
no alternative action can benefit shareholders as
surely as repurchases.’’ DTV’s largest shareholder
is Berkshire Hathaway.

Composite Portfolio Holdings
as of March 31, 2013

Security Pct. Assets

Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF 9.1
Berkshire Hathaway 8.1
Newmont Mining 7.7
Federated Prudent Dollar Bear Fund 6.4
Central Fund of Canada 6.2
Johnson & Johnson 3.8
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Microsoft 3.8
Federated Prudent Bear Fund 3.2
Medtronic 3.1
Wal-Mart Stores 3.0
Pan American Silver 2.9
AIG 2.3
Pfizer 2.2
Fairholme Fund 1.8
Merck 1.6
Abbvie Inc. 1.5
Chesapeake Energy 1.5
Abbott Laboratories 1.4
Leucadia National 1.3
Becton, Dickinson & Co. 1.2
Pitney Bowes, 3.875% due 6/15/2013 1.1
Markel 1.1
Safeway Inc., 6.250% due 3/15/2014 1.0
CVS/Caremark 1.0
Berkshire Hathaway, 7.125% due 10/15/2023 0.9
DirecTV 0.8
Fairfax Financial 0.8
ConocoPhillips 0.8
Chevron 0.7
Staples Inc., 9.750% due 1/15/2014 0.7
Laboratory Corporation of America 0.6
Phillips 66 0.5
Other 1.8
Cash Equivalents 16.1

Total 100.0

Cheviot’s Balanced Portfolio Composite (the
‘‘Composite’’) includes all fully discretionary, 
fee-paying accounts over $250,000.00. The Com-
posite assets are allocated principally among 
the following asset classes: equities (common
stocks), fixed income (bonds) and cash. Cash is
allocated in accordance with the views of our
firm’s investment officers regarding the relative
desirability of being more or less fully invested in
other asset classes from time to time.

In the Composite, client accounts are combined
for performance reporting purposes to provide 
a ‘‘Composite’’ return. The Composite represents
actual money invested for clients.The table on pages

6-7 sets forth the holdings in our Composite as
of March 31, 2013.

Holdings are subject to change. It should not
be assumed that recommendations made in the
future will be profitable or will equal the 
performance of securities in this newsletter. The
information contained herein is based on internal
research derived from various sources and does
not purport to be statements of all material facts
relating to the securities mentioned.The information
contained herein, while not guaranteed as to 
accuracy or completeness, has been obtained from
sources we believe to be reliable. Opinions
expressed herein are subject to change without
notice. Cheviot Value Management or one or more
of its officers may have a position in the securities
discussed herein and may purchase or sell such
securities from time to time.

CREDITS

Darren C. Pollock and David A. Horvitz authored
this issue of Investment Values. Typographic design,
formatting and printing are by Supreme Graphics.

NOTES

1 Individuals unemployed for more than one year and
those who have not actively sought work in four weeks
do not count in the official unemployment tally.

2 ‘‘Investors Ignore Negativity at Their Peril,’’ by Spencer
Jakab, The Wall Street Journal, April 1, 2013.

3 A sampling of which includes insider selling, investment
adviser bullishness, the level of margin debt in use, 
market volatility, and an aggregation of leading 
economic indicators.

4 At the time, not all of our clients shared our enthusiasm.
In the ensuing few years, the rebound in insurance,
banking, and real estate industries helped to improve
client sentiment.

5 From September 2008 through March 2009 we made
19 purchases for the typical Cheviot client account. 
It was the most bullish period of behavior in our 
company’s history.

6 This is not just our experience; numerous articles now
describe this phenomenon. One example: ‘‘Mom and Pop
Run With the Bulls,’’ by Jonathan Cheng, The Wall Street
Journal, March 29, 2013.
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COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE
The performance results displayed herein represent the investment

performance record for the Balanced Portfolio Composite, a
Composite of balanced accounts managed by Cheviot Value
Management, LLC, a registered investment adviser under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

The Composite returns are total, time weighted returns expressed
in U.S. dollars and include the reinvestment of dividends and other
earnings and the deduction of transaction charges and investment
advisory fees of 1% per annum. The time period commencing
1/1/2000 is used as a standard measuring point as that is the
date current investment personnel have been active in portfolio
management.

The S&P 500 Index is a market capitalization weighted index of
500 of the largest U.S. companies. The returns for the S&P 500

Index are calculated on a total return basis with dividends rein-
vested. The S&P 500 Index is not available for direct investment.

The Vanguard Balanced Index Fund is a mutual fund that
repreresents the typical balanced fund investment and seeks
long-term growth and income by investing approximately 60% of
its assests in equities and 40% in fixed income investments.
Benchmark returns are shown for Investor Class shares.
Performance reflects pre-tax returns and includes changes in share
price and reinvestment of dividends and capital gains and is net
of management and operational expenses charged to the fund.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any invest-
ment in marketable securities has the possibility of both gain and
loss. Results will vary among client accounts. The actual return and
value of an account will fluctuate and at any point in time could be
worth more or less than the initial amount invested.
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Contact information: 9595 Wilshire Blvd., PH 1001, Beverly Hills, CA 90212; (310) 451-8600;
email: contact@cheviotvalue.com; web address: www.cheviotvalue.com.

Investment Values is intended to be a source of educational information about investments and related topics. Comments about specific securi-
ties (stocks and bonds) are NOT intended to be recommendations that readers purchase or sell such securities. Such comments are intended to
explain to readers and investment clients why such securities have been or may be purchased or sold within a diversified portfolio such as the
portfolios of the investment clients of Cheviot Value Management, LLC.

Copyright ©2013 Cheviot Value Management, LLC. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is not permitted without advance written consent.
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Growth of $1,000,000 Initial Investment on January 1, 2000

$1,683,100

Cheviot Composite
Vanguard Balanced Index

S&P 500 Index

$1,927,241

$1,792,502

$1,362,588
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